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We assessed whether perceptual richness, a defining feature of episodic memory, depends

on the engagement and integrity of the hippocampus during episodic memory retrieval.

We tested participants' memory for complex laboratory events (LEs) that differed in

perceptual content: short stories were either presented as perceptually rich film clips or as

perceptually impoverished narratives. Participants underwent functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging (fMRI) while retrieving these LEs (narratives and clips), as well as events

from their personal life (autobiographical memories). In a group of healthy adults, a

conjunction analysis showed that both real-life and laboratory memories engaged over-

lapping regions from an autobiographical memory (AM) retrieval network, indicating that

laboratory memories mimicked autobiographical events successfully. A direct contrast

between the film clip and the narrative laboratory conditions identified regions activated

by the retrieval of perceptual memory content, which included the right hippocampus,

parahippocampal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus and precuneus. In individuals with medial

temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE) originating from the right hippocampus, the magnitude of

this “perceptually rich” signal was reduced significantly, which is consistent with evidence

of reduced perceptual memory content in this clinical population. In healthy controls, right

hippocampal activation also correlated positively with a behavioral measure of perceptual

content in the clip condition. Thus, right hippocampal activity contributed to the retrieval

of perceptual episodic memory content in the healthy brain, while right hippocampal

damage disrupted activation in regions that process perceptual memory content. Our re-

sults suggest that the hippocampus contributes to recollection by retrieving and inte-

grating perceptual details into vivid memory constructs.
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1. Introduction

It is well established that the human hippocampus plays an

essential role in recollection, the sense of traveling mentally

back in time to relive past events (e.g., Moscovitch &

McAndrews, 2002; Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel &

Moscovitch, 1997; Piolino, Desgranges, & Eustache, 2009;

Ranganath, 2010; Rugg & Vilberg, 2013). The nature of the

cognitive processes and neural mechanisms through which

hippocampal activity gives rise to an evocative memory

experience, however, is under debate. With the current study,

we investigated whether hippocampal activation and integ-

rity are essential to the retrieval of rich sensory-based mem-

ory details. Our goal was to advance our understanding of

hippocampal function by documenting amechanism bridging

hippocampal activation to the phenomenological experience

of recollection.

Most current theories of hippocampal function stipulate

that this structure is essential for episodic memory to retain

its signature context-specific details (Tulving, 1985, 2002).

Multiple Trace Theory (Moscovitch et al., 2005; Nadel &

Moscovitch, 1997) and, more recently, the Transformation

Hypothesis of memory consolidation (Winocur & Moscovitch,

2011; Winocur, Moscovitch, & Bontempi, 2010), both suggest

that most memory loses contextual specificity over time, but

that memories that retain their specificity and level of detail

remain dependent on the hippocampus. According to the

Binding of Items and Contexts model (Diana, Yonelinas, &

Ranganath, 2007; Ranganath, 2010), the hippocampus sup-

ports memory representations that integrate elements into

their context, and memory episodes are an example of such

integrated representations. Building on this model, Yonelinas

(2013) has suggested that the hippocampus performs complex

high-resolution binding of the different qualitative aspects of an

event, both at encoding and at retrieval. Others have proposed

that the hippocampus's main role is to integrate disparate

elements into complex spatial scenes (Hassabis & Maguire,

2007; Hassabis, Kumaran, & Maguire, 2007) or simulations of

future events (Addis, Cheng,& Schacter, 2011; Schacter, Addis,

& Buckner, 2007). While these theories consider hippocampal

function differently, each of them predicts that the hippo-

campus is essential to retrieve highly context-specific details

that comprise our memories for past episodes.

In this theoretical context, we hypothesized that retrieval

of sensory-based episodic memory details, or perceptual de-

tails, is particularly likely to depend on the hippocampus.

Perceptual richness is a core feature of episodic memory that

contributes to how vividly we re-experience past life events

(Brewer, 1986, 1995; Conway, 2009; Rubin, Schrauf, &

Greenberg, 2003). During recall, visual elements are com-

bined into “scenes” that form the spatial context in which

memories are staged. Moreover, perceptual memory details

are highly context-specific: percepts do not easily become

generalized or abstract, and therefore they form the core of

high-resolution content (Yonelinas, 2013). Although some

perceptual elements can become integrated into a storyline

(e.g., Monica Lewinski's blue dress),most of the sights, sounds,

smells and other percepts that render memory vivid are
peripheral to an event's main themes. In other words, they are

unlikely to become part of amemory's gist which, according to

Winocur and Moscovitch (Winocur & Moscovitch, 2011;

Winocur et al., 2010), can be retained and accessed without

involving the hippocampus. For these reasons, we propose

that perceptual memory content is a sensitive marker of

recollection, and that it should be an important determinant

of hippocampal engagement during memory retrieval.

Although some evidence exists in the literature linking

hippocampal function to the retrieval of perceptual memory

details, this evidence suffers from important limitations.

Perceptual richness emerges from the integration of sensory-

based memory details into multidimensional memories.

However, the study of rich and complex memoriesdi.e.,

autobiographical memory (AM)doffers limited experimental

control. For example, emotional content and personal signif-

icance are memory characteristics that both correlate with

perceptual content (Daselaar et al., 2008; Levine, Svoboda,

Hay, Winocur, & Moscovitch, 2002; Rubin et al., 2003) and

that are known to modulate hippocampal activity at recall

(Addis, Moscovitch, Crawley, & McAndrews, 2004). On the

other hand, most tasks of episodic memory conducted in the

laboratory (e.g., item recognition or source memory tasks)

make use of stimuli too elemental to capture perceptual

richness because this feature emerges from complexity. As

such, perceptual richness is not typically assessed in a well-

controlled laboratory setting, although several recent func-

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies using more

complex multi-sensory stimuli (e.g., short film clips, Ben-

Yakov, Rubinson, & Dudai, 2014; Furman, Mendelsohn, &

Dudai, 2012) have shown reliable coding of other event attri-

butes in the hippocampus (Bonnici, Chadwick, et al., 2013;

Chadwick, Hassabis, Weiskopf, & Maguire, 2010; Rugg et al.,

2012). Nevertheless, some evidence from the literature sug-

gests a link between hippocampal function and memory's
perceptual richness. When events are recalled or imagined,

hippocampal engagement correlates with ratings of vividness

(Gilboa, Winocur, Grady, Hevenor, & Moscovitch, 2004; Rabin,

Gilboa, Stuss, Mar, & Rosenbaum, 2010; Sheldon & Levine,

2013), imagery content (Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Sepulcre,

Poulin, & Buckner, 2010; Viard et al., 2007) and sense of reliv-

ing (St Jacques, Kragel & Rubin, 2011; Viard, Desgranges,

Eustache, & Piolino, 2012; but see Daselaar et al., 2008). Dam-

age to the medial temporal lobe (MTL) also leads to a deficit in

scene construction (Hassabis, Kumaran, Vann, & Maguire,

2007; Hassabis & Maguire, 2007, 2009) and to a paucity of

perceptual AM features (St-Laurent, Moscovitch, Jadd, &

McAndrews, 2014; St-Laurent, Moscovitch, Levine, & McAn-

drews, 2009).

With the current study, we performed a direct test of the

relationship between episodic memory's perceptual richness

and hippocampal function. We tested healthy controls and

individuals with unilateral medial temporal lobe epilepsy

(mTLE), a condition that compromises the integrity of the

MTL including the hippocampus proper, on a memory task

while they underwent fMRI. The task, which was adapted

from a behavioral paradigm we introduced (St-Laurent et al.,

2014), was designed to capture the complexity of AM while

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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manipulating perceptual richness experimentally. Before

scanning, short stories were presented to participants in one

of two formats: as perceptually enriched audio-visual film

clips, or as perceptually impoverished written narratives;

stories were then retrieved using title-cues while participants

underwent fMRI. We relied on a cued recall paradigm that is

commonly used in studies of AM (Addis, Moscovitch, et al.,

2004; Addis, Moscovitch, & McAndrews, 2007; Gilboa et al.,

2004; Nadel, Campbell, & Ryan, 2007; Viard et al., 2007) in

order to maximize the engagement of the canonical AM

retrieval network (Cabeza & St Jacques, 2007; Maguire, 2001a;

Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006).

With the behavioral version of this task, we conducted a

thorough analysis of memory content based on verbal free

recall and a detail counting procedure. This analysis estab-

lished that healthy adults recalled significantly more percep-

tual memory details for film clips than for narratives, while

the number of recalled story elements (the “gist” of the story;

i.e., What happened? Who did what? How did characters

interact?What was the situation?) was well matched between

the two conditions (St-Laurent et al., 2014). By design,memory

for the clips and narratives was also matched for emotion-

ality, recency, rehearsal anddabsence ofdpersonal rele-

vance. Thus, for the current study, we assumed that a direct

contrast between brain activity elicited by the retrieval of film

clips versus narratives should reveal brain regions that sup-

port perceptual episodic memory content, while controlling

for confounds typically associated with the retrieval of natu-

ralistic memories. We predicted that clips should elicit greater

activation than narratives in the hippocampus as well as in

neocortical regions involved in imagery and sensory pro-

cessing. In the group of healthy participants, we also corre-

lated hippocampal activation with a measure of perceptual

memory contentdthe Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count's
Perceptual Processes category (Pennebaker, Chung, Ireland,

Gonzales, & Booth, 2007), which was derived from tran-

scripts of post-scanmemory descriptions. Previously, we have

shown that this word count measure correlates with manual

counts of memory details that reflect perceptual content (St-

Laurent et al., 2014). We predicted positive correlations be-

tween word count and hippocampal activation, especially in

the perceptually rich film clip condition.

In individuals with mTLE tested previously on the behav-

ioral version of this paradigm, we observed that perceptual

memory content was reduced disproportionally, especially in

the perceptually rich film clip condition (St-Laurent et al.,

2014). In fact, perceptual memory content was almost as

impoverished for film clips as it was for narratives in themTLE

group. Therefore, we hypothesized that the difference in brain

activation between the clip and the narrative conditionda

reflection of perceptual memory contentdshould be signifi-

cantly more pronounced in controls than in individuals with

mTLE tested in the current study. Moreover, we predicted that

this reduction should be modulated by hippocampal volume,

amarker of the epileptogenic MTL's integrity, within themTLE

group. We must also mention that the current study only

tested patients whose mTLE originated from the right hippo-

campus. As will become clear in the Results Section, brain

activity indicative of perceptualmemory content was strongly

lateralized to the right hemisphere (including the right
anterior hippocampus). This observation suggests that dam-

age to the right MTL should be especially detrimental to the

recruitment of regions involved in the retrieval of perceptual

memory content, which motivated our focus on individuals

with right unilateral mTLE.

In addition to the clip and narrative conditions, the original

behavioral task also included a condition in which partici-

pants retrieved personal memory episodes (AM condition).

Detail counts indicated that, like film clips, AMs were rich in

perceptual details in the controls. In individuals with mTLE,

AM perceptual details were reduced disproportionally relative

to AM story details that reflected the gist of the event (see also

St-Laurent et al., 2009), indicating that perceptual memory

content is especially sensitive to MTL damage. In the current

fMRI paradigm, we also included an AM condition in order to

compare brain activation elicited by personal memories and

by the two laboratory conditions. We expected significant

overlap between the three memory conditions, with some

variations that reflected their respective features. As film clips

and AMs were both perceptually rich, we expected hippo-

campal activation not to differ between these two conditions

despite clear differences in other dimensions (e.g., recency,

emotionality, personal relevance). We also predicted that AMs

and clips should both elicit greater hippocampal activation

than narrative retrieval. While others have used videos and

narratives to assess the neural correlates of different memory

properties (Ben-Yakov & Dudai, 2011; Ben-Yakov, Eshel, &

Dudai, 2013; Hasson, Furman, Clark, Dudai, & Davachi, 2008;

Kurby& Zacks, 2008; Swallow et al., 2011), the current study is,

to the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to contrast

videos and narratives directly with real-life memories within

the same brain imaging paradigm.

In sum, we used fMRI to measure brain activity while

healthy controls and individuals with right-lateralized mTLE

recalled film clips, narratives and AMs, and performed a

counting control task. We predicted that complex laboratory

memories should engage significant portions of the AM

retrieval network. In controls, we predicted that a direct

contrast between perceptually rich film clips or AMs and

perceptually impoverished narratives should reveal brain re-

gions involved in the retrieval of perceptual memory content,

including the hippocampus proper. In individuals with mTLE,

however, we predicted that difference in activation between

the clip and narrative conditionsdwhich is indicative of

perceptual memory contentdshould be reduced, consistently

with behavioral evidence of their poor memory for perceptual

details.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Fourteen healthy participants (5 male; mean age ¼ 37.7,

SD ¼ 9.9; mean years of education ¼ 16.5, SD ¼ 3.3) with no

history of head injury, neurological or psychological disorder

were tested in accordance with a protocol approved by the

Research Ethics Board of the University Health Network.

Twelve individuals with unilateral mTLE lateralized to the

right hemisphere were also recruited through the Epilepsy

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Clinic at the Toronto Western Hospital and tested on our

procedure. Participants were either native (controls: n ¼ 8;

mTLE: n¼ 10) or completely fluent (controls: n¼ 7;mTLE: n¼ 2)

English speakers. Twelve of the 14 control participants who

were closest in age to the participants with mTLE were

selected for direct comparisons between the two groups

(equal samples were selected to balance statistical power).

Table 1 presents demographic information about the mTLE

participants and the group of 12 controls to whom they were

compared, as well as neuropsychological test scores for the

mTLE group (two pairs of tests, the Warrington Recognition

Memory Test for Words and for Faces (Warrington, 1984), and

the Rey Auditory Verbal and Rey Visual Design Learning Tests

(Spreen & Strauss, 1991; Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006),

reflect memory for verbal and non-verbal material, respec-

tively). The Matrix Reasoning Subscale of the Wechsler

Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence was also administered to

controls to estimate non-verbal intelligence and compare

their scores to those of individuals with mTLE.

All participants with mTLE were experiencing seizures

originating in the right hippocampus at the time of testing,

and were candidates for a unilateral temporal lobe resection.

Only one participant was diagnosed with bilateral seizures

based on intracranial recording: approximately 70% of his

seizures originated from the right hippocampus while the

remaining 30% originated from the left. The mean age of

seizure onset was 22.4 years (SD ¼ 16.3 years). Six of 12 par-

ticipants began having recurrent seizures before reaching

majority (at ages 1, 4, 12, 12, 14 and 16, respectively), while the

remaining participants started having seizures in adulthood

(18 years and older). Although most patients did not keep a

precise seizure diary, seizure frequency was described to

range from every few months to daily (e.g., for simple partial

seizures). Three patients were on monotherapy (Tegretol,

Epival, or Trileptal), seven were taking two anticonvulsants (a
Table 1 e Mean demographic and neuropsychological
characteristics per group.

Controls
(n ¼ 12)

R-mTLE
(n ¼ 12)

Norms

Gender (M/F) 5M/7F 6M/6F n/a

Age in years 37.4 (10.7) 37.2 (14.5) n/a

Years of education 16.9 (3.4) 13.8 (2.5) n/a

WASI full scale IQ n/a 107.2 (6.2) 100 (15)a

Performance IQ n/a 104.6 (8.1) 100 (15)a

Verbal IQ n/a 107.9 (8.2) 100 (15)a

WASI matrix reasoning

subtest (scaled score)

13.4 (1.1) 11.5 (1.5) 10 (3)a

RAVLT total recall score n/a 45.5 (9.2) 53.6 (8.3)b

RVDLT total recall score n/a 38.6 (10.2) 46.6 (9.3)c

Warrington Words n/a 47.3 (1.9) 45.7 (4.8)d

Warrington Faces n/a 39.7 (4.9) 43.9 (3.6)d

Standard deviation is between parentheses. Norms were obtained

from 30e39 years old from a Wechsler (1999), b Schmidt (2010), c

Spreen and Strauss (1991), and d Warrington (1984).F ¼ female;

M ¼ male; n/a ¼ not applicable; IQ ¼ Intellectual Quotient;

RAVLT¼ Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, R-mTLE¼ rightmedial

temporal lobe epilepsy; RVDLT ¼ Rey Visual Design Learning Test;

WASI ¼ Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence.
variety) and two were on three anticonvulsant medications.

Seven participants were diagnosedwith rightmesial temporal

sclerosis (MTS) based on radiological criteria or, for those who

were operated subsequent to participation, on pathological

analysis of resected tissue. One participant with mTLE had a

small posterior temporal cavernoma on the left hemisphere.

In all the other participants, no structural brain damage was

observed beside MTS.

2.2. Procedure

We adapted the paradigm described by St-Laurent et al. (2014)

to fMRI. Twenty-one events from the participants' personal
life (AMs) were collected over the phone prior to scanning day.

Based on a list of suggestions (Supplementary Material,

Section S7), participants selected AMs that had taken place

over a year ago and had lasted from within minutes to a few

hours. Participants and the experimenter (MSL) agreed on a

title for each AM to serve as the in-scan retrieval cue. One hour

before scanning, AM titles were re-read to the participant to

promote retrieval success. Then, participants completed a

pre-scan testing session during which they encoded 40 labo-

ratory events (LEs) presented on a Lenovo T500 computer with

E-Prime 2.0.8.22 (Psychology Software Tools Inc.). For each

participant, events were assigned pseudo-randomly to either

the clip or the narrative condition so that 20 LEs were pre-

sented as film clips and the remaining 20 were presented as

narratives (SupplementaryMaterial, Fig. S1 and Section S8; St-

Laurent et al., 2014). A few pairs of clips within the stimulus

set featured the same characters, but no more than one clip

per pair was ever assigned to the clip condition. Also, one LE

was always assigned to the narrative condition because the

clip's sound track was corrupted.

Clips were 23 sec in duration and they contained minimal

or no English dialog so that the story was carried by the ac-

tions of the actors on screen. Clips were shown within a

window that occupied 45% and 42% of a 1500 screen's width,

respectively. Narratives were verbal descriptions of the action

that took place in each film clip. Five written sentences were

presented one at a time (for 6 sec each) in the middle of a

white screen (Courier New, Black, Font 18). A male voice-over

played simultaneously so that sentences were also read to the

participant. Each LE title, which served later as in-scan

retrieval cue, was displayed on screen for 2 sec immediately

before and after the LE was presented. Participants were

instructed to try to remember the title as well as what took

place in the story. They were shown the entire sequence of 40

LEs twice, consecutively. Each time, blocks of three narratives

were presented in alternation with blocks of three clips (for a

total of six blocks for each condition), and the remaining two

narratives and clips were presented last. The order in which

LEs were presented was randomized across participants. LE

encoding lasted approximately 45 min. After encoding, par-

ticipants completed a pre-scan retrieval practice session that

included two practice LEs (one clip and one narrative) and a

practice AM.

Actual retrieval took place while participants underwent

fMRI. The condition was announced on screen for 2 sec

(“Autobiographical Memory”, “Laboratory Event”, or “Count-

ing”), followed by two consecutive trials from that condition.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Each trial startedwith a 1 sec fixation cross. During the control

condition (counting), participants were instructed to count

backward for 16 sec, by intervals of three, from a given

number, followed immediately by a 1 sec inter-stimulus in-

terval (ITI). This task was chosen as a baseline condition to

help prevent mind-wandering (Stark & Squire, 2001). During

memory trials, a memory title (AM or LE) was shown for 16 sec

as a retrieval cue. For AM trials, participants were instructed

to re-experience their personal memory in as much detail as

possible over those 16 sec. For LE trials, they were told to

recount silently what took place in the story, from beginning

to end. LEs encoded as narratives and clips were intermixed

randomly in the LE condition. Pilot testing indicated that most

participants took under 13 sec to recall an entire LE, and so

16 sec was a sufficient time window for participants to com-

plete their recall. Memory trials were followed by ratings for

story content (4 sec) and vividness (4 sec), and then by a 1 sec ITI.

Participants performed their ratings on 1e4 Likert scales using

a 4 button MR-compatible response keypad. For Story Content

ratings, 1 equaled “no LE/AM details”, and 4 corresponded to

“all the LE details/mymost detailed AMs (in the context of this

task).” For vividness ratings, 1 equaled “no visual/perceptual

details”, and 4 corresponded to “mymost vivid LEs/AMs (in the

context of this task).” Vividness was defined to participants as

the totality of sensory details (visual, auditory, olfactory,

gustatory, tactile, proprioceptive, etc.) they experienced while

recalling a memory. Participants completed five functional

runs of 436 sec (7 min 16 sec), each of which contained four

AM, four Counting and eight LE (narrative and clip intermixed)

trials. In-scan trials were presented using E-Prime 1.2 (Psy-

chology Software Tools Inc.) and scanner-compatible goggles

(Resonance Technology Inc., CA). Prescription-appropriate

corrective lenses were inserted inside the goggles if needed.

A final retrieval session took place outside the scanner on a

Lenovo T500 laptop using E-Prime 2.0. The condition was

announced on screen (“Autobiographical Memory” or “Labo-

ratory Event”), followed by two consecutive trials from that

condition. Each AM or LE was cued by its title. For each

memory, participants were recorded while describing (for a

maximum of 90 sec) all the story elements they remembered

retrieving during the in-scan trial. Eachmemory was assigned

to mini-blocks of 2 AMs or 2 LEs (clips and narratives inter-

mixed). On average, the post-scan retrieval session took

around 45 min to complete. It was performed by 10/12 par-

ticipants with mTLE (two of whom completed 1/5 and 3/5 of

the session, respectively) and by 13/14 control participants.

2.3. Image acquisition

All images were acquired with a 3-Tesla Signa MR System (GE

Medical Systems) at the Toronto Western Hospital. Anatom-

ical images (T1-weighted sequence; TR ¼ 7.876 msec;

TE ¼ 3.06 msec; 146 slices, 220 mm FOV, 256 � 256 matrix,

.859 � .859 � 1.0 mm voxels) were acquired first, followed by

five EPI runs. EPI slices were acquired in an interleaved order

in an oblique orientation perpendicular to the long axis of the

hippocampus (218 frames per run; TR¼ 2 sec; TE¼ 30msec; 32

slices for 11 participants, and 34 slices for 3 participants,

240 mm FOV, 64 � 64 matrix, resulting in voxel sizes of

3.75 � 3.75 � 5.0 mm). The first three frames of each run were
dropped for signal equilibrium. A multi-echo T2-weighted

sequence was acquired at the end of the session.
2.4. fMRI analysis

Functional scans were re-aligned within and between runs,

co-registered to the anatomical scan, and smoothed with an

8 mm kernel using SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping 8;

Welcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience). We used the

Artifact Detection Tools software (Whitfield-Gabrieli &Mozes,

2010) to regress out within-run motion parameters, and to

identify and regress out frames in which too much head mo-

tion was recorded (>.8 mm in linear motion or > .01 radium in

rotational motion between frames). All first-level (subject-

level) analyses were conducted in native space. For group

analyses, subjects' resulting contrast maps were re-sliced

(4.0 � 4.0 � 4.0 mm voxels) and normalized to the Montreal

Neurological Institute space based on parameters estimated

from the normalization of the segmented anatomical scan.

Data were analyzed in SPM8 using a factorial design that

modeled the canonical hemodynamic response function.

Each trial was analyzed as a mini-block of 5 TRs (10 sec).

Piloting revealed that AM retrieval could last the entire 16 sec

allocated, but that LE retrieval was completed within 13 sec,

on average. To avoid “diluting” the LE trials, we focused our

analysis on the first 10 sec of each trial. Beside the onset and

duration of correct trials per condition (AM, video, narrative

and counting), we also modeled the following task features as

variables of no interest: the first portion of unsuccessful trials

(10 sec), the announcement of conditions (“Autobiographical

Memory”, “Laboratory Event” or “Counting”; 2 sec), the second

portion of each trial (successful memory, unsuccessful

memory and counting; 6 sec), and the first and second mem-

ory ratings (4 sec each).

We first contrasted activity between conditions in the

group of healthy controls. For the memory conditions (AM,

narratives and clips), only successful trials (Story Content

ratings > 1) were entered into the fMRI data analysis. All direct

contrasts between the different conditions were performed at

a threshold of p < .001, with a cluster threshold of >10 voxels.

This threshold was estimated to correspond to p < .05 cor-

rected at the whole-brain level based on a Monte Carlo

simulation conducted using Afni's AlphaSim. To identify

voxels activated by all three memory conditions, we con-

ducted a conjunction analysis using an inclusive mask built

with xjView (http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview8). The mask

included all voxels that were significant for each of the

following three contrasts: AM > counting, narrative >
counting, and clip > counting (each thresholded at p < .001).

With this approach, voxels that may have fallen below

threshold in some contrasts were systematically excluded

from the mask (Nichols, Brett, Andersson, Wager, & Poline,

2005). To identify peak coordinates of activation within the

inclusive mask, t-values were attributed to voxels based on a

second-level SPM analysis conducted within the mask's
boundaries that contrasted all three memory conditions to

counting in a single contrast.We then contrasted the different

memory conditions directly to one another (p < .001, >10
voxels).

http://www.alivelearn.net/xjview8
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Table 2 e Mean ratings and number of correct trials per
group for each condition.

Controls mTLE

# Correct trials (/20) n ¼ 14 n ¼ 12

AM 19.86 (.36) 19.67 (.65)

Clip 19.64 (.63) 19.67 (.65)

Narrative 19.29 (1.20) 18.33 (2.06)

Story Content rating n ¼ 14 n ¼ 12

AM 3.07 (.41) 3.32 (.45)

Clip 3.47 (.37) 3.43 (.46)

Narrative 3.15 (.29) 2.95 (.45)

Vividness rating n ¼ 14 n ¼ 11
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We also contrasted activity between 12 controls and 12

individuals with mTLE. For direct group comparisons at the

whole-brain level, we adopted a threshold of p < .005, with a

cluster threshold of >20 voxels, which corresponds to a cor-

rected threshold of p < .05 based on an AlphaSim Monte Carlo

simulation. We also performed group comparisons restricted

to bilateral hippocampal voxels delineated by a mask created

in SPM2's MARINA toolbox (MAsks for Region of INterest

Analysis; Bertram Walter, Bender Institute of Neuroimaging,

University of Giessen); we adopted a threshold of >14 voxels at

p < .05, which corresponded to a corrected threshold of p < .05

based on AlphaSim.

AM 3.01 (.51) 3.36 (.33)

Clip 3.36 (.43) 3.59 (.41)

Narrative 2.58 (.57) 2.87 (.40)

LIWC word count n ¼ 13 n ¼ 10

AM 3.12 (2.33) 2.46 (1.91)

Clip* 3.93 (1.78) 2.20 (.90)

Narrative* 2.21 (1.25) 1.15 (.54)

Standard deviation is between parentheses. Only correct trials

(Story Content rating > 1) were included in the calculation of the

mean ratings and LIWCword count. One participant withmTLE did

not provide consistent vividness ratings.

*p < .05 for direct group comparisons (2-sample t-tests).

Significant group comparisons are shown in bold.

1 Note that one participant had 30% of seizures originating
from the left rather than the right hippocampus. His HVA was 1.
006 and his hippocampi were described as normal by a
neuroradiologist.
2.5. Parametric fMRI analyses

We conducted a within-subject parametric analysis of hip-

pocampal activation based on automated word counts from

post-scan recall data. As only eight individuals with mTLE

completed the full post-scan session, this analysis was only

performed in the control group. Transcripts of participants'
post-scan description of each memory retrieved in-scan were

entered into the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count program

(LIWC), which performed an automated count for words fall-

ing under 80 different categories defined by an integrated

dictionary (LIWC2007; Pennebaker et al., 2007). At the single

subject level, we correlated word counts from LIWC's Percep-

tual Processes category, an indicator of perceptual memory

content (St-Laurent et al., 2014), with trial-specific levels of

hippocampal activation separately for each memory condi-

tion using SPM8. We used a factorial design for which trial-

specific counts of Perceptual Processes words were entered

as parametric modulators; parameters of no-interest included

those entered in the univariate analysis described above, with

the addition of a few trials for which no LIWV output was

recorded. As in the analyses described above, unsuccessful

trials (Story Content ratings¼ 1) were excluded. Data from two

participants were excluded from the word count analysis: the

first participant did not complete the post-scan task, and the

other had too few successful trials for this analysis because

two of her runs were spoiled by excessive motion. The anal-

ysis was restricted to hippocampal voxels delineated with a

bilateral hippocampal mask (p < .05, clusters > 14 voxels; total

alpha <.05 based on a Monte Carlo simulation conducted with

AlphaSim).

In individuals with right mTLE, we performed a between-

subject parametric analysis to identify brain regions whose

activity level was modulated by the degree of right hippo-

campal atrophy. Left and right hippocampal volumes were

quantified using Freesurfer v4.5.0 (Athinoula A. Martinos

Center for Biomedical Imaging, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.

harvard.edu/) based on participants' T1-weighted anatom-

ical images. Freesurfer performed a fully automated parcel-

lation and identification of subcortical structures that

included the hippocampus proper (Fischl et al., 2002, 2004).

This segmentation procedure has been shown to be as reli-

able as manual rating (Fischl et al., 2002), and to yield reliable

measures of hippocampal volume even in individuals with

mTLE whose hippocampus is atrophied (Pardoe, Pell, Abbott,

& Jackson, 2009).
For each participant with mTLE, we quantified hippocam-

pal volume asymmetry (HVA) by dividing right hippocampal

volume by left hippocampal volume (both in mm3). This

measure controlled for individual differences in brain

morphology by using the left, non-epileptogenic hippocampus

as the baseline.1 HVA differed significantly between the 12

individuals with mTLE (mean ¼ .85, SD ¼ .16) and the 14

controls [mean ¼ 1.01, SD ¼ .05; t(24) ¼ 3.636, p ¼ .001], indi-

cating significant right hippocampal atrophy in the mTLE

group. To identify brain regions whose activity level was

modulated by right hippocampal atrophy in the mTLE group,

we performed three between-subject parametric analyses

(one for each memory condition). Contrasts between the

memory condition (AM, narrative or clip) and the counting

condition were entered into a group-level analysis (t-test), and

HVA was entered as a covariate (p < .005, clusters > 20 voxels;

total alpha <.05 based on an AlphaSim Monte Carlo

simulation).
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

The mean number of trials retrieved successfully (Story Con-

tent rating >1) was high across conditions in both the control

and the mTLE group (Table 2). The number of successful trials

was slightly reduced in the narrative compared to the other

two conditions in the mTLE group, although this difference

did not survive when adjusted for multiple comparisons (see

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Supplementary Material for statistical comparisons). Only

successful trials (Story Content ratings > 1) were included in

the fMRI analyses.

Previous evidence indicates that ratings are poor indicators

of memory deficits in mTLE (Addis, 2005; St-Laurent et al.,

2014). Fittingly, Story Content and Vividness ratings did not

differ significantly between groups in any of the conditions (all

uncorrected p's > .066), although significant differences

emerged between conditions (complete analyses in

Supplementary Material). A 3-way repeated-measure ANOVA

conducted over groups, ratings and the two laboratory event

conditions indicated that differences in ratings between the

clip and the narrative condition (clip > narrative) were larger

for Vividness ratings than for Story Content ratings

[ratings � condition interaction effect, F(1, 23) ¼ 15.47,

p < .001]. This pattern did not differ significantly between the

two groups [non-significant group � condition � rating

interaction effect: F(1, 23) ¼ 1.06, p ¼ .314]. Thus, in both

groups, the difference between the narrative and clip condi-

tion was significantly greater for Vividness than for Story

Content ratings, indicating a perceived lack of vividness in the

perceptually impoverished narrative condition.

We report mean word counts from the LIWC Perceptual

Processes category to characterize perceptual richness across

groups and conditions (Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. S2;

successful trials with complete recordings only). Previously,

we showed that this automated measure is sensitive to

memory deficits in mTLE and is consistent with manual

counts of perceptual memory details (St-Laurent et al., 2014).

A two-way ANOVA contrasting word counts between groups

for the two laboratory conditions revealed significant main

effects of condition [clip > narrative, F(1, 21) ¼ 53.146, p < .001]

and group [control > mTLE, F(1, 21) ¼ 8.015, p ¼ .010]. The

numerically greater discrepancy between the perceptually

rich and impoverished conditions observed in the controls

was not significant, as indicated by a non-significant

group � condition interaction effect [F(1, 21) ¼ 2.803,

p ¼ .109]. Also, word counts were numerically greater in con-

trols than in patients in the AM condition, although this dif-

ference was not significant [t(21) ¼ .729, p ¼ .474].

Differences between groups and conditions were consis-

tent with, but more subtle than those we observed in our

previous behavioral study (Supplementary Section S3), which

was conducted on similar cohorts of controls and patients; a

few factors account for these discrepancies. Firstly, only eight

participants with mTLE completed the current post-scan

session in full (means were computed from partial data for

two mTLE participants). Secondly, participants described

twice as many memories as in the previous study, after 3 h of

testing in and outside the scanner, and testing fatigue most

likely contributed to lower word counts (e.g., mean perceptual

word count for AM in controls: current study ¼ 3.12 words/

memory; previous study ¼ 9.73 words/memory;

Supplementary Fig. S2). Thirdly, participants were only

instructed to report story elements (i.e., what happened). In

the previous study, participants were also questioned explic-

itly about perceptual memory details, but we omitted this

question to reduce overall testing time. Consequently, any

mention of perceptual content in the current study was
incidental, and the current LIWC results offer a somewhat

limited portrayal of perceptual memory content.

To provide what we believe is a more accurate character-

ization of memory content per group and condition, we re-

analyzed data from similar cohorts of controls and patients

with right mTLE who participated in our previous behavioral

study (St-Laurent et al., 2014; results are shown in

Supplementary Material Section S3 and Fig. S2). Briefly, LIWC

word counts as well as manual counts of story and perceptual

details were significantly lower in mTLE participants

compared to controls in every memory condition [2-sample t-

tests; t(32) � 2.464, p � .019]. Story detail counts indicated that

story content (i.e., the gist of the memory) did not differ

significantly between the narrative and clip conditions in

either controls or participants with right-lateralized mTLE

[two-by-two ANOVA; main effect of condition: F(1, 32) ¼ .493,

p ¼ .4875; group � condition interaction effect: F(1, 32) ¼ 3.011,

p ¼ .0923]. However, LIWC word counts and manual counts of

perceptual detailsdour two measures of perceptual memory

contentdwere significantly greater for clips than for narra-

tives [separate two-by-two ANOVAs, main effect of condition

for perceptual details: F(1, 32) ¼ 42.130, p < .001; for LIWC: F(1,

32)¼ 17.933, p < .001]. Moreover, this discrepancywas larger in

controls than in individuals with mTLE [group � condition

interaction effect for perceptual details: F(1, 32) ¼ 37.460,

p < .001; for LIWC: F(1, 32) ¼ 3.447, p ¼ .073]. These results

indicate that perceptual richness was reduced dispropor-

tionally in the clip condition in the mTLE group. Finally, a

contrast between story and perceptual details in the AM

condition indicated a significantly larger deficit for perceptual

relative to story details in the mTLE group [two-by-two

ANOVA, group � detail type interaction effect, F(1, 32) ¼ 4.189,

p ¼ .049]. Thus, while mTLE reduces memory for all kinds of

AM details, it affects perceptual content disproportionally

compared to story elements.

These results guide our interpretation of differences in

brain activation elicited by the retrieval of AM, clips and nar-

ratives in the current study. In healthy individuals, a contrast

between brain activity elicited during the clip and the narra-

tive conditions should reflect differences in perceptual but not

in story content. Also, neural signal that reflects perceptual

richness should differ to a lesser extent between clips and

narratives in individuals with mTLE compared to controls.

3.2. fMRI results in 14 healthy controls

3.2.1. Common memory regions
The conjunction analysis identified a large set of regions

engaged by each of the three memory conditions in compar-

ison to the counting condition (Fig. 1 and Table 3). These re-

gions included the posterior cingulate cortex, the inferior,

middle and superior frontal gyri including the medial pre-

frontal cortex, the angular portion of the inferior parietal

lobule, the temporal poles, medial temporal regions including

the bilateral hippocampus (Fig. 2, 1st row) and para-

hippocampal cortex, and the left lingual gyrus and caudate

nucleus. Regions activated to a greater extent by counting

than by the three memory conditions, which were identified

by the opposite analysis, included the precentral gyrus and

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Fig. 1 e Top row: Conjunction analysis in 14 controls. An inclusive mask identified voxels significant for separate contrasts

between each memory condition (AM, narrative or clip) and the control counting condition [t(13) > 4.22, p < .001 for each

contrast]. Within the inclusive mask, voxel values were determined by a single contrast between all three memory

conditions and counting (warm colors: memory > counting; cold colors: counting > memory). Bottom row: contrast between

the AM and the counting condition [t(13) > 4.22; p < .001; warm colors: AM > counting; cold colors: counting > AM].

Count ¼ counting condition, 3 Memos ¼ three memory conditions.

Table 3 e Brain regions engaged during all three memory conditions compared to counting.

Region Hemi BA Clu. Size t-Score MNI coordinates

x y z

Memory > Counting

Parahippocampal gyrus R 28/35 1884 14.64 22 �24 �22

**Hippocampus R n/a 1884 13.14 22 �20 �18

*Fusiform gyrus L 20/37 1884 11.55 �34 �40 �22

*Middle temporal gyrus L 21 1884 11.25 �54 �4 �26

**Hippocampus L n/a 1884 9.54 �30 �20 �18

Medial prefrontal cortex R 9 691 13.58 6 56 26

*Medial prefrontal cortex L 9 691 10.67 �10 56 26

Middle temporal gyrus R 21 226 13.25 54 0 �18

*Inferior frontal gyrus (p. triang) R 45 226 10.25 54 24 18

Middle temporal/angular gyrus R 39 223 10.22 46 �56 18

Precentral/middle central gyrus L 6 100 8.15 �42 8 42

Caudate nucleus L n/a 33 7.44 �10 8 10

Gyrus rectus R 11 19 7.03 6 56 �18

Lingual gyrus L 18 94 6.49 �10 �84 �10

Counting > Memory

Precentral gyrus L 6 50 10.29 �54 4 22

Intraparietal sulcus R 40 33 7.49 34 �44 42

Intraparietal sulcus L 40 12 6.26 �38 �44 38

Precentral gyrus R 6 15 6.21 54 4 18

All activations are significant at p < .001 [uncorrected; t(13) > 4.22; cluster threshold > 10 voxels], which corresponds to a whole-brain alpha

of < .05 based on aMonte Carlo simulation conducted with AFNI's AlphaSim. The cluster's Brodmann Area (BA) and the coordinates (MNI space,

in mm) and t-value of the voxel with the highest t-value (“peak voxel”) per cluster are provided. Hemi ¼ Hemisphere, L ¼ Left, MNI ¼ Montr�eal

Neurological Institute, R ¼ Right. *Local maxima > 8 mm from peak voxel; **Local maxima identified within a hippocampal mask.
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the intraparietal sulcus bilaterally (cold colors on Fig. 1 and

Table 3; within an inclusive mask of voxels with significantly

greater activation during counting than during each memory

condition, we identified peak voxels with a single contrast

between counting and the three memory conditions).

Importantly, we observed extensive overlap between re-

gions identified by the conjunction analysis, and regions

engaged during AM retrieval (in comparison to counting;

Fig. 1, bottom row). Displaying the conjunction and the AM

analyses side by side illustrates how our laboratory tasks

engaged several regions from the canonical AM retrieval
network (angular gyrus, retrosplenial/posterior cingulate

cortex, temporal pole, MTL) to a degree comparable to the AM

task, although laboratory tasks did not engage the medial

prefrontal cortex as reliably as AM. These results confirm that

our laboratory tasks can be used to address questions about

the engagement of the AM network.

3.2.2. Contrasts between the memory conditions
A direct comparison between the video and the narrative

conditions, which were well matched for several character-

istics of no interest to the current analysis but differed

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Fig. 2 e Patterns of activation within a hippocampal mask

in 14 controls. 1st row: voxels significant for each of the

three memory conditions (“Memo”: AM, narratives and

clips) in comparison to counting [“Count”; t(13) > 4.22,

p < .001 for each contrast]. 2d row: clips > narratives

[“Narra”; t(13) ¼ 4.22, p < .001]. 3rd row: AM > narratives

[t(13) ¼ 4.22, p < .001]. 4th row: conjunction analysis

indicating significant voxels for both the clips > narratives

[t(13) ¼ 4.22, p < .001] and the AM > narratives [t(13) ¼ 4.22,

p < .001] contrasts that did not reach significance for either

the AM > clips [t(13) ¼ 2.17, p < .05] or the clips > AM

[t(13) ¼ 2.17, p < .05] contrasts. Note that the

clips > narratives contrast did not reveal significant

clusters (>14 voxels) in the left hippocampus even at a

lower threshold (e.g., p < .05).
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substantially in perceptual content, revealed brain regions

whose activity was modulated by perceptual richness during

recall. Only regions with greater activity for clips than for

narratives were identified by this contrast, as no regions were

significantly more active for narratives. As hypothesized, we

observed significant activation within the hippocampus,

which was lateralized to the right hemisphere (Fig. 2, 2nd

row). Outside of the hippocampus, the pattern of activity

identified by this contrast was also more prominent in the

right hemisphere, and included the right parahippocampal

gyrus, fusiform gyrus (right > left), angular gyrus and middle

occipital gyrus, as well as midline structures such as the

medial prefrontal cortex and the retrosplenial cortex extend-

ing into the precuneus (Fig. 3, top row; Table 4).

A direct comparison between the narrative and the AM

conditions (Fig. 2, 3rd row; Fig. 3, middle row; Supplementary

Table S1) identified regions whose activity was greater for AM

than for the narrative condition, which included the bilateral
hippocampus (right > left; Table 5) and parahippocampal

cortex, the medial prefrontal and retrosplenial cortex, as well

as the angular gyrus andmiddle occipital gyrus. Many of these

regions were similar to those showing greater activation for

clips than for narratives, with the notable exception of the

widespread difference in medial prefrontal activation unique

to the current contrast (Fig. 3). Regions more active for nar-

ratives than for AM included the middle frontal gyrus, the

precuneus (posterior to the region identified by the

clip > narrative contrast), the intraparietal sulcus and the left

supplementary motor area (SMA).

Contrasting the AM and the clip conditions (Fig. 3, 3rd row;

Supplementary Table S2), which were both rich in perceptual

details, did not reveal any significant difference in hippo-

campal activation, even at a lenient threshold (e.g., p < .05).

Regions activated to a greater extent by AM than by the clip

condition included midline structures such as the retro-

splenial cortex and medial prefrontal cortex extending into

the superior frontal gyrus, and the left angular gyrus. Regions

activated to a greater extent by clips than AM included the

middle frontal gyrus, precuneus, intraparietal sulcus and right

SMA (all regions close to those identified by the narrative >AM

contrast). Thus, although both LEs engaged many of the

structures that form the AM retrieval network, the AM con-

dition elicited greater activation in the medial prefrontal and

retrosplenial cortex than either of the two laboratory condi-

tions, perhaps reflecting greater personal relevance and scene

construction. On the other hand, both LEs recruited the pre-

cuneus, SMA, ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex and intra-

parietal sulcus to a greater extent than the AM condition,

which may have reflected differences in attentional demands

at retrieval between laboratory and naturalistic tasks.

As hypothesized, hippocampal activation was greater dur-

ing the retrieval of perceptually richAMs and clips compared to

perceptually impoverished narratives. This pattern of activa-

tion was strongly right-lateralized, and did not differ signifi-

cantly between the AM and clip conditions. A conjunction

analysis identified hippocampal voxels that were significant

for both the clips > narratives (p < .001) and the AM > narratives

(p < .001) contrasts but did not reach significance for either the

AM > clips [t(13) ¼ 2.17, p < .05] or the clips > AM [t(13) ¼ 2.17,

p < .05] contrasts. Only one cluster of right hippocampal voxels

met these criteria (Fig. 2, bottom row).

3.2.3. LIWC parametric analysis
In 12 control participants, we performed within-subject

parametric analyses correlating trial-specific LIWC Percep-

tual Processes word counts and activation within a mask that

delineated hippocampal voxels. In the clip condition, activity

in a cluster of right hippocampal voxels correlated positively

with Perceptual Processes word counts (Table 5). No such ef-

fect was observed in the narrative condition. Correlations

were also observed in a few right hippocampal voxels in the

AM condition, although this cluster was too small (5 voxels) to

be considered significant at alpha <.05. As discussed above,

there were several limitations with the current LIWC data.

Nevertheless, our results indicate a relationship between right

hippocampal activation and perceptual memory content in

the clip condition, and a trend in the anticipated direction in

the AM condition.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Fig. 3 e Contrasts among the three memory conditions in 14 controls. Top: clips > narratives; middle: AM > narratives;

bottom: AM > clips [t(13) ¼ 3.38, p < .005]. We selected a lower threshold than for coordinate tables (p < .001) to display a

range of significance values [up to t(13) ≥ 7].

Table 4 e Regions whose activity differed between the film clip and the narrative conditions.

Region Hemi BA Clu. Size t-Score MNI coordinates

x y z

Film Clips > Narratives

Middle occipital/angular gyrus R 19/39 316 10.97 46 �72 26

*Retrosplenial cortex R 29/30 316 8.01 14 �56 18

*Retrosplenial cortex L 29/30 316 7.02 �18 �60 14

Parahippocampal/fusiform gyrus R 36/37 165 7.25 30 �44 �10

*Hippocampus R n/a 165 5.53 22 �8 �14

*Hippocampus R n/a 165 4.72 22 �20 �18

Medial frontal cortex L 9/32 22 5.87 �6 52 14

Fusiform gyrus L 37 25 5.61 �30 �40 �14

Posterior cingulate cortex R 31 23 5.51 6 �40 38

All activations are significant at p < .001 [uncorrected; t(13) > 4.22; cluster threshold > 10 voxels], which corresponds to a whole-brain alpha

of < .05 based on aMonte Carlo simulation conducted with AFNI's AlphaSim. The cluster's Brodmann Area (BA) and the peak voxel's coordinates
(MNI space, in mm) and t-value are provided. Hemi ¼ Hemisphere, L ¼ Left, MNI ¼ Montr�eal Neurological Institute, R ¼ Right. *Local

maxima > 8 mm from peak voxels.
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3.3. fMRI results in 12 individuals with mTLE and 12
healthy controls

3.3.1. Difference in hippocampal activation between the
groups
We contrasted brain activity elicited by each memory condi-

tion (in comparison to the baseline; e.g., AM > counting) be-

tween the two groups. At the whole-brain level (>20 voxels,

p < .005 uncorrected), no cluster was significant in any condi-

tion. However, similar comparisons restricted to hippocampal

voxels for which we used a threshold corrected for small vol-

umes (>14 voxels, p < .05 uncorrected) revealed significantly

greater levels of right (but not left) hippocampal activation in

the controls compared to individuals with right mTLE in all

three memory conditions (Table 6 and Supplementary Fig. S3).

These results indicate relatively preserved levels of cortical

activation in the mTLE group, in addition to reduced activation

in the hippocampus affected by their condition.
3.3.2. Group differences in signal that reflects perceptual
memory content
Based on current and previous patterns of behavioral results,

we hypothesized that neural signal that reflects perceptual

memory content should be reduced in the mTLE group. First,

we contrasted activity between the (perceptually rich) clip and

(perceptually impoverished) narrative conditions within each

group (Fig. 4, top and middle row). A visual inspection of these

results suggests that perceptualmemory signal was reduced in

themTLE group in comparison to the control group. To test this

effect, we compared the clip > narrative contrast directly be-

tween the two groups. We identified a cluster of voxels in the

right middle occipital cortex [56 voxels; peak voxel t(22) ¼ 5.57,

MNI coordinates: x ¼ 50, y ¼ �72, z ¼ 26] whose “boost” in ac-

tivity in the clip relative to the narrative conditiondan index of

perceptual memory contentdwas significantly reduced in the

mTLE group compared to controls (Fig. 4, bottom row).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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Table 5 e Significant hippocampal voxel counts as a
function of condition and perceptual memory content in a
group of 14 controls.

Analysis Hemi Vox. Count t-Score MNI coordinates

x y z

Task contrasts (n ¼ 14 controls)

Film Clips > Narratives

R 15* 5.48 22 ¡12 ¡14

L 1 4.38 18 �28 �10

AM > Narratives

R 26* 9.00 26 ¡20 ¡18

L 3 5.17 �30 �20 �18

LIWC (n ¼ 12 controls)

Film clips

R 47* 3.07 26 ¡20 ¡14

L 3 1.84 14 �36 2

AM

R 5 2.04 18 �28 �10

L 1 1.71 �18 �24 �10

For task contrasts, we adopted the threshold for whole-brain con-

trasts [t(13) > 4.23, p < .001 2-tail uncorrected, clusters > 11 voxels,

whole-brain alpha <.05]. For LIWC analyses restricted to the hip-

pocampus, we used a small volume correction [t(11) > 1.80, p < .05

1-tail uncorrected, clusters > 14 voxels, whole-volume alpha <.05].
Hemi ¼ Hemisphere, Vox ¼ Voxels.

*Significant, p < .05 corrected.

Significant clusters are listed in bold.

Table 6 e Significant hippocampal voxel counts as a
function of group and condition in 12 individuals with
right-lateralized mTLE and 12 controls.

Analysis Hemi Vox. Count t-Score MNI
coordinates

x y z

Group contrasts per memory task (12 controls > 12 mTLE)

Film Clips > Counting

R 18* 3.40 18 ¡28 ¡10

L 0 e e e e

Narratives > Counting

R 38* 3.87 14 ¡28 ¡10

L 0 e e e e

AM > Counting

R 33* 3.90 22 ¡20 ¡18

L 0 e e e e

Film clips > Narratives contrast

Within 12 controls

R 89* 5.45 22 ¡12 ¡14

L 0 e e e e

Within 12 mTLE

R 43* 3.73 34 ¡28 ¡14

L 30* 3.74 ¡30 ¡4 ¡26

12 Controls > 12 mTLE

R 0 e e e e

L 6 �1.92 �30 �4 �26

For all contrasts, we used a small volume correction [whole-volume

alpha <.05, clusters > 14 voxels at p < .05 uncorrected; Between

Group Contrasts: t(22) ¼ 1.72, 1-tail; Within Group Contrast:

t(11) ¼ 2.21, 2-tail]. Hemi ¼ Hemisphere, Vox ¼ Voxel.

*Significant, p < .05 corrected.

Significant clusters are listed in bold.
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No significant group difference was observed in the right

hippocampusevenata thresholdadjustedfor small volumes. In

fact, both patients and controls activated their right hippo-

campus to a greater extent when retrieving clips than when

retrieving narratives (although right hippocampal activation

was reduced significantly in the mTLE group compared to the

controls in each memory condition). In patients (but not con-

trols), this difference between conditions also extended to the

lefthippocampus (Table 6 andSupplementaryFig. S3),2 possibly

reflecting contralateral compensation (although a direct com-

parisonbetweenpatients andcontrols for this left hippocampal

signalwasnot significant, possiblydue to lowstatistical power).

Thus, right (and left) hippocampal activation increased when

the mTLE group retrieved perceptually rich compared to

perceptually impoverished memories. In comparison to the

controls, however, this increase in hippocampal activationwas

associated with weaker recruitment among cortical regions

sensitive toperceptual richness in themTLEgroup.Thispattern

ofcortical activation isconsistentwithbehavioral evidence that

perceptual memory content is poor in mTLE.
3.4. Hippocampal volume parametric fMRI analysis in
12 individuals with mTLE

Within the mTLE group, we assessed the impact of right hip-

pocampal atrophy on activation during retrieval. We per-

formed separate parametric analyses in which contrasts

between amemory condition and the counting condition were

entered for each subject in a group-level analysis, andHVAwas

entered as a covariate. In the AM and film clip conditions, we

identified a cluster whose activity level correlated with right

hippocampal volume (more atrophy ¼ less activation) in the

right superior temporal cortex bordering the temporo-parietal

junction (TPJ). A smaller, non-significant cluster (12 voxels)

was also observed in this region in the narrative condition

(Supplementary Fig. S4). Additional regions also correlated

with right hippocampal volume in the AM but not the other

conditions, including the right thalamus, left lingual gyrus and

left superior parietal lobule (Supplementary Table S3). None of

the regions whose activity reflected perceptual memory con-

tent were influenced by hippocampal volume in the current

analysis. At a threshold corrected for small volumes [>14
voxels, t(10) ¼ 1.82, p < .05], activity in the right (but not left)

hippocampus correlated positively with right hippocampal

volume in the narrative condition (23 voxels, peak voxel's
t ¼ 3.14, MNI: 18 �8 �14), but not in the clip or AM condition.
4. Discussion

4.1. Neural correlates of perceptual richness

We designed a memory retrieval task during which both real-

life and laboratory events engaged overlapping sets of regions

from the canonical AMnetwork (Addis, McIntosh, Moscovitch,
2 The left hippocampal cluster's peak voxel is located at the
anterior tip of the hippocampus, bordering on the left amygdala.
However, the cluster extends posteriorly into the hippocampus's
head and body.
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Fig. 4 e Contrasts between the clip and narrative conditions (clip > narrative) within and between groups. Within-group

contrasts for 12 controls (top row) and 12 mTLE participants (middle row), t(11) ¼ 3.11, p < .005. Bottom row: direct

comparison between 12 controls and 12 mTLE participants for the clip > narrative contrast, t(22) ¼ 2.82, p < .005.

CTL ¼ controls.
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Crawley, & McAndrews, 2004; Addis, Moscovitch, et al., 2007;

Cabeza & St Jacques, 2007; Maguire, 2001a; Svoboda et al.,

2006). We manipulated the perceptual richness of our LEs to

identify sets of regions whose engagement was modulated by

perceptual memory content. Operationally, we defined this

“perceptual memory signal” as the difference in activation

between rich film clips and impoverished narratives. In a

group of healthy controls, this signal was expressed in pre-

dominantly right-lateralized regions that included the right

hippocampus as well as other posterior cortical regions

involved in visual, imagery and spatial processes, such as the

middle occipital cortex (Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher,

2001; Malach et al., 1995), parahippocampal gyrus (Epstein &

Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein, Parker, & Feiler, 2007; Litman,

Awipi, & Davachi, 2009), perirhinal cortex (Dickerson &

Eichenbaum, 2010; Graham, Barense, & Lee, 2010), fusiform

gyrus (Kanwisher, McDermott,& Chun, 1997), precuneus (“the

mind's eye”; Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Fletcher, et al., 1995)

and retrosplenial cortex (Vann, Aggleton, & Maguire, 2009).

Activation among these “perceptual regions” was consistent

with behavioral measures of perceptual content across our

different memory conditions: it was reduced for narratives

compared to either film clips or AMs, while it was comparable

between the latter two conditions. In other words, this pattern

of posterior cortical activation provided a neural marker of

perceptual memory content that could serve as proxy for

behavior.

Our goal was to investigate the relationship between

perceptual memory richness and hippocampal function at

retrieval. Previously, our group has shown that functional and

effective connectivity between the hippocampus and the

fusiform and middle occipital gyri during AM retrieval

increased from an initial construction phase (during which

participants searched for and accessed a personal event) to a
subsequent elaboration phase during which participants were

encouraged to re-live that event in detail (McCormick, St-

Laurent, Ty, Valiante, & McAndrews, 2015). Together with

the current results, these findings suggest that the right hip-

pocampus plays an important functional role in the recruit-

ment of posterior cortical regions that support the

representation of perceptual memory content.

To probe this idea further, we assessed whether right

hippocampal integrity influenced the magnitude of the

perceptual memory signal. In individuals with seizures from

right hippocampal origin, we observed a significant signal

reduction that was centered around the middle occipital cor-

tex, a region involved in visual processing that is also acti-

vated by imagery and vivid retrieval (Buchsbaum, Lemire-

Rodger, Fang, & Abdi, 2012; Daselaar, Porat, Huijbers, & Pen-

nartz, 2010; Grill-Spector et al., 2001; Huijbers, Pennartz,

Rubin, & Daselaar, 2011; Lehmann, Pascual-Marqui, Strik, &

Koenig, 2010; Malach et al., 1995). Against our predictions, the

group difference in perceptual memory signal was restricted

to the cortex and did not extend to the right hippocampus

itself. It must be noted, however, that hippocampal activation

does not always increase linearly with memory performance

and can, in some instances, reflect compensation (Dickerson

et al., 2005; Maguire & Frith, 2003; Sperling et al., 2010) or un-

successful retrieval attempts (Westmacott, Silver, &

McAndrews, 2008). In our study, right hippocampal activa-

tion was reduced across conditions in the mTLE compared to

the control group (see also Addis, Moscovitch, et al., 2007), but

it was significantly greater during clip compared to narrative

retrieval within both groups, a task difference that also

extended to the left hippocampus in the mTLE group.

In our patients, however, increased right hippocampal

activation in the perceptually rich compared to the percep-

tually impoverished conditionmost likely reflected attempted

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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rather than successful retrieval of perceptual details. That is,

increased hippocampal signal seemed less effective at

recruiting posterior cortical regions in themTLE group than in

the controls, a finding consistent with evidence of reduced

connectivity between the epileptogenic MTL and posterior

cortical regions in unilateral mTLE (Addis, Moscovitch, et al.,

2007; McCormick et al., 2014). The reduced cortical percep-

tual signal we observed in our patients was also accompanied

by a reduction in perceptual processes words tallied from

post-scan memory transcripts, a finding consistent with pre-

vious evidence that perceptual memory content is reduced in

mTLE (Noulhiane et al., 2008; St-Laurent et al., 2009, 2014). As

for the increase in left hippocampal activation observed in the

mTLE group in the clip compared to the narrative condition,

this pattern was absent in the control group and may have

reflected compensatory activity, although it was insufficient

to result in the activation of cortical perceptual regions, or in

the successful recall of perceptual memory details (but see

Finke, Bruehl, Duzel, Heekeren, & Ploner, 2013 for left hippo-

campal compensatory activity that supports associative

memory in right-lateralized mTLE). Overall, our results pro-

vide a pattern of reduced cortical activation that implies

altered connectivity between the right hippocampus and

posterior cortical regions, and that accounts for the paucity of

perceptual memory content observed in mTLE.

As mentioned, our word count measure was limited in

several ways. Nevertheless, a parametric analysis indicated

greater right hippocampal activation when healthy controls

recalled film clips that received higher perceptual processes

word counts, linking hippocampal activation to the retrieval

of perceptual details in the healthy brain. No such effect was

observed in the narrative or the AM conditions. Anecdotally,

participants seemed to refer to perceptual processes more

spontaneously to describe their recollection of clips (i.e., “I see

a boy with a huge pack back;” “I see two bullies pushing him

down”) than of AMs, for which they adopted more of a story-

telling style (i.e., “I waswalkingmy dog outside,” rather than “I

can see myself walking my dog”). This difference in wording

may have accounted for differences in the robustness of the

parametric modulation in the clip versus the AM condition.

Within the mTLE group, right hippocampal atrophy

correlated negatively with activation in the ventral portion of

the right TPJ. This region was anterior to the angular gyrus

whose activity was sensitive to perceptual memory content.

In fact, none of the perceptual cortical regions were modu-

lated by hippocampal volumes in the mTLE group, and it is

unclear whether the TPJ modulation reflected altered retrieval

mechanisms that influenced perceptual memory content.

Others have also failed to observe correlations between hip-

pocampal volumes and either behavioral memory perfor-

mance (McCormick et al., 2014) or neural markers of memory

representation (Bonnici, Sidhu, Chadwick, Duncan, &

Maguire, 2013) within groups of mTLE participants, despite

reporting significant deficits at the group level (but see

Barnett, Park, Pipitone, Chakravarty, & McAndrews, 2015).

Recent mediation analyses conducted in mTLE have revealed

that the relationship between structural integrity and mem-

ory performance is mediated by measures of functional

integrity such as distributed patterns of functional connec-

tivity (McCormick et al., 2014) and local measures of
hippocampal activation (Barnett et al., 2015). Thus, volumes

are imperfect predictors of memory performance in mTLE,

and functional integrity measures may have been better pre-

dictors of perceptual memory content and posterior cortical

activation in our patient group.

Despite these limitations, our study provides both be-

tween- and within-task evidence that perceptual memory

content relies on the engagement and integrity of the right

hippocampus during event recall. These results are consistent

with evidence from the AM literature indicating that hippo-

campal activation increaseswith subjective ratings of imagery

levels (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Viard et al., 2007), vivid-

ness (Gilboa et al., 2004), reliving (St Jacques, Rubin, & Cabeza,

2012; Viard et al., 2012; but see Daselaar, et al., 2008), and level

of details (Addis, Moscovitch, et al., 2004). Our findings also

provide evidence that the hippocampus works as an index of

perceptual memory content during episodic memory retrieval

(Moscovitch, et al., 2005; Ranganath, 2010; Teyler & Rudy,

2007).

4.2. Lateralization

In controls, both the contrasts between the memory condi-

tions and the LIWC parametric analysis indicate that regions

sensitive to perceptual richness, including the hippocampus,

are strongly right-lateralized. At first glance, these results are

somewhat surprising in the context of a literature that has

shown that both MTLs are typically involved during AM

retrieval. However, they are consistent with an extensive

neuropsychology literature pointing to hemispheric speciali-

zation in the temporal lobe, with the right hemisphere sup-

porting visuo-spatial representations and memory for visual

stimuli with complex configurations such as faces, spatial

arrays, and scenes (Bohbot, et al., 1998; Jones-Gotman & Mil-

ner, 1978; Morris, Pickering, Abrahams, & Feigenbaum, 1996;

Moscovitch & McAndrews, 2002; Nestor, Plaut, & Behrmann,

2011; Olson, Plotzker, & Ezzyat, 2007; Smith & Milner, 1989;

Spiers, Maguire, & Burgess, 2001). Thus, although AM engages

both hippocampi, each hippocampus may contribute prefer-

entially to differentmemory dimensions or processes, and our

fMRI results from healthy adults indicate that perceptually

rich memory content is supported disproportionally by the

right hemisphere.

Additional evidence of hemispheric specialization during

AM retrieval includes the observation that right hippocampal

activity is driven by ratings of mental image quality (Viard

et al., 2007) and by episodic richness, a measure that reflects

how AMs are laden with episodic details (St Jacques et al.,

2012). Maguire (2001b; Spiers, Burgess, et al., 2001) has sug-

gested that the left hippocampus might support the retrieval

of event details (who did what when), while the right hippo-

campus might specialize in spatial memory and navigation.

Kosslyn and colleagues have also shown that representations

based on semantics and categorical distinctions rely prefer-

entially on the left hemisphere of the brain, while imagery

that involves very specific spatial representations relies pref-

erentially on the right hemisphere (Kosslyn, Maljkovic,

Hamilton, Horwitz, & Thompson, 1995; Kosslyn, Thompson,

Sukel, & Alpert, 2005; Kosslyn et al., 1989). Similarly, Stevens

and colleagues (Stevens, Kahn, Wig, & Schacter, 2012) have

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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shown that the left parahippocampal place area (PPA), a re-

gion that provides significant inputs into the hippocampus

proper, shows repetition suppression to conceptually similar

images of scenes, while the right PPA only shows repetition

suppression to the exact same scene, providing evidence of

form-specific visual processing in the right MTL. The same

authors also reported greater functional connectivity between

the right PPA and posterior cortical regions involved in

perception (e.g., middle occipital gyrus), while the left PPA had

greater connectivity with regions involved in abstract and

conceptual processes such as the posterior inferior frontal

gyrus (Stevens et al., 2012). Together with our results, these

different findings are consistent with the idea that the right

MTL contributes disproportionally to the integration of

perceptual content during episodic memory retrieval.

At first glance, the strongly lateralized pattern we observed

in the current study is difficult to reconcile with our previous

reports that perceptual memory content is equally impov-

erished in patients with either left- or right-lateralized damage

to the MTL, with no trend for group differences (St-Laurent

et al., 2009, 2014). What these different findings may indicate

is that the left hippocampus plays a more dominant role when

searching and accessing AM, as suggested by early studies of

AM retrieval that mostly revealed left-lateralized profiles of

activation (Gilboa et al., 2004; Maguire, 2001a, 2001b; Spiers,

Burgess, et al., 2001). On the other hand, bilateral activation is

more likely to be reported when more time is given to retrieve

memories, or when the memory is more emotional (Cabeza &

St Jacques, 2007; Svoboda et al., 2006). We propose that the left

hippocampus may be an essential node in memory access and

the subsequent functional recruitment of the right hippo-

campus within the AM network; once recruited, the right hip-

pocampus may then interact with posterior cortical regions

that store perceptual memory content. According to this sce-

nario, damage to either the left or the rightMTLwould lead to a

paucity of perceptual memory content.

Although this account is speculative, experimental evi-

dence in its favor exists in the literature: within the time

course of AM retrieval, electroencephalography (EEG) in-

dicates a shift in activity from an early left anterior compo-

nent (e.g., inferior frontal gyrus and temporal pole performing

search and retrieval processes) to a late right-lateralized

posterior component (e.g., temporo-occipital cortex support-

ing sensory-perceptual episodic knowledge; Conway, Pleydell-

Pearce, & Whitecross, 2001; Conway, Pleydell-Pearce, White-

cross, & Sharpe, 2003). In addition, evidence from fMRI in-

dicates that the left anterior hippocampus interacts with

frontal areas during the early “construction” (Addis, Wong, &

Schacter, 2007) phase of AM retrieval when a memory is first

accessed, while bilateral posterior hippocampus interacted

with perceptual areas during the later “elaboration” phase

duringwhich thememory is re-experienced (McCormick et al.,

2015). Right hippocampal activation has also been shown to be

sustained at the moment when posterior cortical regions that

included visual and auditory cortices and the precuneus

became engaged, and to decline as activity ramped up in those

structures during elaboration (Daselaar et al., 2008). Although

these different findings suggest complementary roles for the

two hippocampi during AM retrieval that are consistent with

our current results, additional work is needed to understand
fully the interactions between the left and right MTL during

different phases of AM retrieval in healthy and clinical

populations.

As discussed, the current experimental conditions were

designed to match at a conceptual level (gist), but to differ in

terms of the richness of perceptual re-experiencing they eli-

cited. According to Poppenk, Evensmoen, Moscovitch, and

Nadel (2013), this experimental dissociation between gist

and details is the kind of manipulation that should engage the

anterior and posterior portions of the hippocampus, respec-

tively. Using Poppenk and colleagues' recommendation that

the posterior uncus serves as the demarcation between

anterior and posterior hippocampus, we note that many in-

vestigators have reported how highly specific memory details

and fine-grained spatial information are represented posteri-

orly in the hippocampus (e.g., Aly, Ranganath, & Yonelinas,

2013; Nadel, Hoscheidt, & Ryan, 2013; see Poppenk et al.,

2013 for a review). Previous studies also indicate that when

constructing detailed scenes (Zeidman, Mullally, & Maguire,

2015) or autobiographical memories (McCormick et al., 2015),

peak activation is in the anterior hippocampus (in a region

that is close to the peak activation we observed in our study).

McCormick et al. (2015) further showed that this anterior

hippocampal region acts as a hub that recruits anterior

neocortical regions implicated in schema or gist instantiation

needed for event construction, followed by posterior hippo-

campal and neocortical activations needed for elaboration of

event details. By comparison, in our study, the patterns of

hippocampal activation that reflected or were related to

perceptual memory content (clips > narratives in 14 controls,

correlation with LIWC measure in the clip condition in 12

controls, 12 controls > 12 mTLE within memory condition)

were evident in both the anterior (most often close to the

demarcation line) and posterior (in the body, not extending as

far back as the tail) portion of the hippocampus. This middle

region may be a point of interaction between memory details

represented in posterior neocortex and more gist like-like

memories or schemas represented in anterior neocortex

(Robin et al., 2015).

4.3. Common memory regions

Our results indicate that memory for real-life episodes and for

LEs designed tomimic them both engaged similar sets of brain

regions in the controls. Contrary to previous reports of mini-

mal overlap in brain activation between autobiographical and

laboratory episodic memory tasks (Gilboa, 2004; McDermott,

Szpunar, & Christ, 2009), our findings confirm the prediction

that laboratory tasks that mimic AM tasks or have a strong

recollective component can engage the AM network success-

fully (Andrews-Hanna, Saxe, & Yarkoni, 2014; Burianova &

Grady, 2007; Burianova, McIntosh, & Grady, 2010; Cabeza

et al., 2004; Rugg et al., 2012).

More specifically, activity patterns common to our memory

tasks included regions that form the default mode network

(DMN; Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, & Schacter, 2008; Raichle

et al., 2001) such as the angular portion of the inferior parietal

lobule, the posterior cingulate cortex, the left temporal pole

and lateral temporal cortex, and the bilateral MTL, including

the hippocampus proper. This finding is consistent with much

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2016.08.010
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replicated evidence that AM engages DMN regions (Addis,

McIntosh, et al., 2004; Addis, Moscovitch, et al., 2007;

Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Cabeza

& St Jacques, 2007; Maguire, 2001a; Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2009;

Svoboda et al., 2006), though recent studies have pointed to a

MTL-episodic subnetwork within the greater DMN (Andrews-

Hanna et al., 2014; Robin et al., 2015). In addition, activated

regions such as the inferior frontal gyrus, the caudate nucleus,

the left hippocampus and the left lingual gyrus have been

shown to form a common declarative memory network

engaged during the retrieval of autobiographical, semantic and

laboratory episodic memory (Burianova & Grady, 2007;

Burianova et al., 2010). Altogether, our results indicate that all

three of our memory conditions engaged general declarative

memory retrieval processes, as well as processes more typi-

cally involved in the retrieval of real-life memory episodes.

Although our laboratory tasks engaged the AM retrieval

network successfully, we also identified regions whose acti-

vation differed between AM on one hand, and clips and nar-

ratives on the other. Several dimensions distinguished AM

from narratives and clips, such as recency, rehearsal,

emotionality and personal relevance. This latter characteristic

appeared particularly influential, as both posterior cingulate

and medial prefrontal cortices, regions that are typically

activated during tasks with high personal relevance (Buckner

& Carroll, 2007; Cavanna & Trimble, 2006; Craik et al., 1999;

Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Kelley et al.,

2002; Rabin et al., 2010; Spreng & Grady, 2010; St Jacques

et al., 2011; Svoboda et al., 2006), showed greater activation

during AM retrieval. The left angular gyrus, a region typically

engaged during tasks of episodic recollection (Rugg & Vilberg,

2013), was also more activated during AM, which may have

reflected a greater sense of recollection or a larger influx of

episodic details (Leiker & Johnson, 2014; Vilberg & Rugg, 2009)

in the AM task.

On the other hand, both laboratory conditions engaged the

intraparietal sulcus, the middle frontal gyrus (DLPFC), the

SMA/middle cingulate cortex and the posterior portion of the

precuneus to a greater extent than AM. Some of these regions

(IPS, posterior precuneus, SMA andDLPFC) are part of a fronto-

parietal “control” network, which plays a role in top-down

attentional modulation (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Corbetta,

Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Dosenbach, Fair, Cohen, Schlaggar,

& Petersen, 2008; Spreng, Sepulcre, Turner, Stevens, &

Schacter, 2013; Toro, Fox, & Paus, 2008). It appears that the

two laboratory conditions may have required more response

monitoring than AM, which is more open-ended and may

engage more intuitive evaluation processes (e.g., feeling-of-

rightness; Gilboa et al., 2006; Winocur & Moscovitch, 2002).

Nevertheless, discrepancies between our task's conditions

were subtle in comparison to the broad overlap between the

whole-brain activity patterns they elicited.
5. Conclusion

We used a laboratory memory paradigm that successfully

engaged the canonical AM retrieval network to identify a

collection of posterior cortical and medial temporal regions

sensitive to perceptual memory content, with the right
hippocampus among them. Although both hippocampi are

known to support the retrieval of complex multi-sensory

events, our results indicate that, in a healthy brain, the right

hemisphere is more directly involved in the retrieval of the

type of sensory details that make memories life-like. More-

over, focal damage to the right hippocampus reduces the

cortical signals that reflect perceptualmemory content. These

findings reveal a mechanism via which hippocampal

engagement leads to the subjective experience of recollection,

that is, via the retrieval of perceptual memory content.
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